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Abstract 28 

We report here results of a detailed analysis of the urban and non-urban contributions 29 

to PM concentrations and source contributions in 5 European cities, namely: Shiedam 30 

(The Netherlands; NL), Lens (France; FR), Leipzig (Germany; DE), Zurich 31 

(Switzerland; CH) and Barcelona (Spain; ES). PM chemically speciated data from 12 32 

European paired monitoring sites (1 traffic, 5 urban, 5 regional and 1 continental 33 

background) were analyzed by Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) and Lenschow’s 34 

approach to assign measured PM and source contributions to the different spatial 35 

levels. Five common sources were obtained at the 12 sites: sulfate-rich (SSA) and 36 

nitrate-rich (NSA) aerosols, road traffic (RT), mineral matter (MM), and aged sea salt 37 

(SS). These sources explained from 55% to 88% of PM mass at urban low-traffic 38 
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impact sites (UB) depending on the country. Three additional common sources were 39 

identified at a subset of sites/countries, namely: biomass burning (BB) (FR, CH, and 40 

DE), explaining an additional 9-13% of PM mass, residual oil combustion (V-Ni), and 41 

primary industrial (IND) (NL and ES), together explaining an additional 11-15% of PM 42 

mass. In all countries, the majority of PM measured at UB sites was of 43 

regional+continental (R+C) nature (64-74%). The R+C PM increments due to 44 

anthropogenic emissions in DE, NL, CH, ES and FR represented around 66%, 62%, 45 

52%, 32% and 23%, respectively, of UB PM mass. Overall, the R+C PM increments 46 

due to natural and anthropogenic sources showed opposite seasonal profiles with the 47 

former increasing in summer and the latter increasing in winter, even if exceptions were 48 

observed. In ES, the anthropogenic R+C PM increment was higher in summer due to 49 

high contributions from regional SSA and V-Ni sources, both being mostly related to 50 

maritime shipping emissions at the Spanish sites. Conversely, in the other countries, 51 

higher anthropogenic R+C PM increments in winter were mostly due to high 52 

contributions from NSA and BB regional sources during the cold season. On annual 53 

average, the sources showing higher R+C increments were SSA (77-91% of SSA 54 

source contribution at urban level), NSA (51-94%), MM (58-80%), BB (42-78%), IND 55 

(91% in NL). Other sources showing high R+C increments were photochemistry and 56 

coal combustion (97-99%; identified only in DE). The highest regional SSA increment 57 

was observed in ES, especially in summer, and was related to ship emissions, 58 

enhanced photochemistry and peculiar meteorological patterns of the Western 59 

Mediterranean. The highest R+C and urban NSA increments were observed in NL and 60 

associated with high availability of precursors such as NOx and NH3. Conversely, on 61 

average, the sources showing higher local increments were RT (62-90% at all sites) 62 

and V-Ni (65-80% in ES and NL). The relationship between SSA and V-Ni indicated 63 

that the contribution of ship emissions to the local sulfate concentrations in NL strongly 64 

decreased from 2007 thanks to the shift from high-sulfur to low-sulfur content fuel used 65 

by ships. An improvement of air quality in the 5 cities included here could be achieved 66 

by further reducing local (urban) emissions of PM, NOx and NH3 (from both traffic and 67 

non-traffic sources) but also SO2 and PM (from maritime ships and ports) and giving 68 

high relevance to non-urban contributions by further reducing emissions of SO2 69 

(maritime shipping) and NH3 (agriculture) and those from industry, regional BB sources 70 

and coal combustion.  71 

 72 

 73 

 74 

 75 
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1. Introduction 76 

In the last scientific assessment report from the Convention on Long-Range 77 

Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) “Toward Cleaner Air”, it is stated that because 78 

non-urban sources (i.e. regional+continental sources) are often major contributors to 79 

urban pollution, many cities will be unable to meet WHO guideline levels for air 80 

pollutants through local action alone. Consequently, it is very important to estimate how 81 

much the local and regional+continental (R+C) sources (both natural and 82 

anthropogenic) contribute to urban pollution in order to design global strategies to 83 

reduce the levels of pollutants in European cities. 84 

There are various modelling approaches to disentangle the local/remote contribution 85 

to urban air pollution. But it is also relevant to investigate how in-situ measurements 86 

can be used for that purposed. The Task Force on Measurements and Modeling 87 

(TFMM-CLRTAP) therefore initiated an assessment of the added value of paired urban 88 

and regional/remote sites in Europe. Experimental data from paired sites were used to 89 

allocate urban pollution to the different spatial scale sources. The paired sites selected 90 

for this study provided chemically speciated PM10 or PM2.5 data simultaneously 91 

measured at urban/traffic and regional/remote sites. In some cases, (e.g. Spain; ES) 92 

these measurements were continuously performed over long periods, whereas in other 93 

cases the measurements were performed for a limited time period. The periods 94 

presented here were comparable in Switzerland (CH; 2008-2009) and the Netherlands 95 

(NL; 2007-2008), whereas more recent data were used for Spain (ES; 2010 – 2014), 96 

Germany (DE; 2013-2014) and France (FR; 2013 – 2014).  97 

The approach proposed and described in this paper aimed at identifying the urban 98 

and non urban (R+C) contributions (or a mix of both) to the PM mass measured at 99 

urban level and at calculating the urban increments that corresponds to the 100 

concentration difference between the city and the regional locations (Lenschow’s 101 

approach; Lenschow et al., 2001). This method, detailed in Sect. 2.2 and developed by 102 

Lenschow et al. (2001), is based on measurements of atmospheric pollutants at sites of 103 

different typologies (i.e. rural and urban background) and has been widely used to 104 

discriminate the local and non-local increments (e.g. Pope et al., 2018; Petetin et al., 105 

2014; Gianini et al., 2012 among others).   106 

The uniqueness of the present work is that we were able to allocate urban and non-107 

urban pollution to major primary sources by activity sector or to main secondary 108 

aerosol fractions thanks to the application of Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) 109 

(described in Sect. 2.1) that quantitatively groups species emitted from the same 110 

source. The PMF is a widely used receptor model to perform PM source apportionment 111 
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studies, identifying main sources of pollution and estimating their contributions to PM 112 

concentrations in ambient air (e.g. Hopke P.K., 2016; Liao et al., 2015; Amato et al., 113 

2009; Kim and Hopke, 2007; Kim et al., 2003 among others). This information is useful 114 

for devising opportune abatement/mitigation strategies to tackle air pollution.  115 

Chemistry Transport Models (CTMs) are regularly used to design air pollution 116 

mitigation strategies and a recurring question regards the identification of the main 117 

activity sectors and geographical areas that produce the pollutants. The performances 118 

of CTMs in this identification must therefore be compared to measurements. A first step 119 

consists in comparing the chemical composition of PM between models and 120 

observations. Such comparison has been performed before for specific areas or overall 121 

for Europe (Bessagnet et al., 2016), but the synthesis presented in the present paper 122 

will be particularly relevant to identify the main characteristics of the diversity of sites in 123 

terms of both chemical composition and urban/regional gradients. In a second step, a 124 

comparison with the models that provide a direct quantification of activity sectors is 125 

also relevant. Whereas CTMs focus essentially on chemical composition, some models 126 

(e.g. the TNO LOTOS-EURO; Kranenburg et al., 2013) include a tagging or source 127 

apportionment information (also referred to as source oriented models).  However, we 128 

can also include Integrated Assessment Models such as GAINS (Amann et al., 2011; 129 

Kiesewetter et al., 2015) or SHERPA (Pisoni et al., 2017) or even the Copernicus 130 

Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) Policy Service 131 

(http://policy.atmosphere.copernicus.eu). In various ways, these tools propose a 132 

quantification of the priority activity sectors and scale for actions that must be targeted 133 

when designing air quality policies, although these models are challenging to compare 134 

with observations. 135 

The scientific questions we are tackling here are distributed over two topics. The first 136 

one relates to the relative importance of local and remote air pollution sources. This 137 

aspect is of course the most directly connected to the policy expectations, but is also 138 

raises a number of scientific challenges that we address in an innovative manner by 139 

differentiating primary/secondary particulate matter of different types. The second one 140 

is more related to methodological developments. The approach we use here has 141 

already been explored for a given city/region. However, for the first time we intend to 142 

compare very different European regions, with also different monitoring strategies, 143 

which induce specific scientific questions in terms of consistency that were addressed 144 

throughout this work. 145 

 146 

 147 

 148 
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2. Methodology 149 

The proposed methodology consists in the application of Lenschow’s approach 150 

(Lenschow et al., 2001) to the source contributions calculated by means of PMF at 151 

appropriately paired sites to assess the increments of air pollution. 152 

 153 

2.1 PMF model 154 

PMF (EPA PMFv5.0) was applied to the collected daily PM speciated data for 155 

source identification and apportionment. PMF was applied to the PM chemically 156 

speciated data from ES, CH, and FR. For NL and DE, we used the PMF analysis 157 

already presented in Mooibroek et al. (2011) and van Pinxteren et al. (2016), 158 

respectively, and then applying the Lenschow approach to the PMF outputs. 159 

Detailed information about PMF can be found in the literature (e.g. Paatero and 160 

Tapper, 1994; Paatero, 1999; Paatero and Hopke, 2003; Paatero and Hopke, 2008; 161 

Hopke, 2016). PMF is a factor analytical tool that reduces the dimension of the input 162 

matrix (i.e. the daily chemically speciated data) to a limited number of factors (or 163 

sources). It is based on the weighted least squares method and uses the uncertainties 164 

of the input data to solve the chemical mass balance equations. In the present study, 165 

individual uncertainties and detection limits were calculated in different ways, 166 

depending on the available information about analytical uncertainties. 167 

One approach (applied to the Spanish database) was based on the use of both 168 

the analytical uncertainties and the standard deviations of species concentrations in the 169 

blank filters for uncertainties calculations. This approach was described in Escrig et al. 170 

(2009) and Amato et al. (2009). For the French sites, the uncertainty calculations for 171 

the trace elements was performed using the expanded relative uncertainties for each 172 

species and the total uncertainties were calculated by multiplying these relative 173 

uncertainties by the concentration of each species (Waked et al., 2014 and references 174 

herein). These relative uncertainties included variability from contamination, sampling 175 

volume, repeatability and accuracy (through the digestion recovery rate 176 

determinations). For the Swiss and Dutch sites, the uncertainties were estimated using 177 

information about the minimum detection limit (MDL) of the techniques used for 178 

chemical analysis. In this approach, data below the MDL were replaced by half the 179 

MDL and the corresponding uncertainty was set to 5/6 times the MDL (Polissar et al., 180 

1998; Kim et al., 2003; Kim and Hopke, 2008). For the German sites, the uncertainty 181 

matrix was constructed from 3 components: (i) uncertainty of the instrumental limit of 182 

detection (LOD), defined as 5/6 of the LOD, (ii) analytical uncertainty, obtained from 183 

relative standard deviations of signal intensities from repeated standard 184 
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measurements, and (iii) uncertainty of the mean field blank concentration, defined as 3 185 

times the standard deviation of the field blank. Total uncertainty was calculated from 186 

these components applying Gaussian error propagation (details in van Pinxteren et al., 187 

2016). For EC and OC, expanded relative uncertainties were calculated to take into 188 

account for the uncertainty in the split point position of the thermo-optical technique 189 

used to determine the concentrations of OC and EC. For the French, Spanish and 190 

Swiss databases 10%-15% for OC and EC (Cavalli et al., 2010) were added (e.g. 191 

Waked et al., 2014). Moreover, a 15% uncertainty was added for monosaccharide 192 

sugars (French database) such as levoglucosan, arabitol, sorbitol and mannitol (e.g. 193 

Piot et al., 2012; Waked et al., 2014). 194 

The different schemes used here for uncertainties calculation were tested by 195 

data providers and their robustness demonstrated in previous publications. Thus, 196 

despite the different methodologies, the presented final PMF results were stable and 197 

their robustness estimated using bootstrapping resampling and studying the distribution 198 

of the scaled residuals for each variable (e.g. Paatero et al., 2002).  199 

The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was estimated starting from the calculated 200 

uncertainties and used as a criterion for selecting the species used within the PMF 201 

model. In order to avoid any bias in the PMF results, the data matrix was uncensored 202 

(Paatero, 2004). The PMF was run in robust mode (Paatero, 1997). The optimal 203 

number of sources was selected by inspecting the variation of the objective function Q 204 

(defined as the ratio between residuals and errors in each data value) with a varying 205 

number of sources (e.g., Paatero et al., 2002).  206 

 207 

2.1.1 Multi-site PMF 208 

In this work, we used the chemically speciated data from 24h samples collected at the 209 

paired sites available in a country combining together the datasets from the available 210 

site pairs (multi-site PMF) as the PMF input. Thus, the hypothesis is that the chemical 211 

profiles of the sources are similar at the paired sites. If this hypothesis is not satisfied, 212 

then the multi-site PMF could lead to undesired uncertainties in the estimation of the 213 

source contributions. In the following sections, we demonstrate the feasibility of the 214 

multi-site PMF for each country. However, it is important to consider that we can only 215 

apply the Lenschow approach to exactly the same variables (same pollutant sources in 216 

this case) that can be only obtained through the application of the multi-site PMF. 217 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the multi-site PMF, we compared the source 218 

profiles from the multi-site PMF with the source profiles from the individual single-site 219 

PMF results (Sofowote et al., 2015). This procedure was applied to the PMF outputs 220 
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obtained for ES, FR, and CH. For NL and DE, as stated before, the multi-site PMF was 221 

already published. Thus, we did not perform the sensitivity study for Dutch and German 222 

databases.  223 

The feasibility of the multi-site PMF depends on the degree of similarity of the 224 

source profiles among the PMF runs. For the comparison, we calculated the ratio 225 

between specific tracers in each chemical profile for each PMF run and then we 226 

calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) of the obtained ratios. As an example, for the 227 

sulfate-rich source we compared the [NH4
+]/[SO4

2-] ratios. Sofowote et al. (2015) 228 

suggested that if CV of the ratios for each chemical profile is lower than 20-25%, multi-229 

site PMF is applicable. If this condition is satisfied, we can assume that the chemical 230 

profiles of the obtained sources are similar at the paired sites. For this sensitivity test, 231 

the number and types of sources from each PMF run (single and multi-site) should be 232 

the same. 233 

The robustness of the identified sources in each PMF run can be estimated 234 

using some of the tools available in the EPA PMF version 5.0 such as the 235 

bootstrapping resampling and the displacement of factor elements or both (Paatero et 236 

al., 2014; Brown et al., 2015). Bootstrapping resampling results for ES, FR and CH 237 

were reported in Table S1. 238 

The main advantage of the multi-site PMF is that a larger dataset is used in the 239 

PMF model compared to the separate single-site PMFs. Thus, multi-site PMF is more 240 

likely to include low contribution (edge point) values and produce more robust results. 241 

Moreover, by combining the datasets, the analysis will provide insight into the sources 242 

affecting both receptor sites, and will most likely tend to focus on the general 243 

phenomena instead of the unique local variations (Escrig et al., 2009).  244 

Additionally, pooling the concentrations of PM constituents collected at the paired 245 

sites into one dataset allows the application of the Lenschow’s approach detailed 246 

below. To obtain the net local source impacts, the source contributions estimated at the 247 

regional station are subtracted from the source contributions estimated at the urban 248 

station. Thus, we need that the sources identified at the paired sites are exactly the 249 

same and for this reason, multi-site PMF was performed.  250 

 251 

2.2 The Lenschow’s approach 252 

Lenschow’s approach (Lenschow et al., 2001) is a simple technique that aims at 253 

assessing the contribution of pollutants from different spatial scales (i.e. local, regional, 254 

continental) into the urban concentration. 255 

Depending on the country, different paired sites were available for this analysis 256 

(traffic/urban/regional/remote). The descriptions of the sites are given in the next 257 
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section. Lenschow’s approach implies some important assumptions to assess the 258 

increments at various sites in terms of actual contributions: 259 

 260 

- The differences of source contributions between a traffic station (TS) and a 261 

urban low-traffic impact sites (UB) station can be attributed to the very local 262 

influence of traffic (and other very local sources) on the adjacent street/district. 263 

This difference is called traffic increment. 264 

- The differences between an UB station and a rural background (RB) station can 265 

be attributed to the sources of the agglomeration such as building heating or the 266 

dispersed traffic increment. This difference is called urban increment. 267 

If a remote (i.e. mountain top station/continental background station (CB)) is also 268 

available, then we assume that:  269 

 270 

- The differences of the source contributions between the RB and CB stations 271 

can be attributed to the regional sources with little contribution from the urban 272 

agglomeration.  This difference is called regional increment. 273 

- The source contributions at the CB station can be attributed to continental 274 

sources. This contribution is called continental increment. 275 

If only the RB station is available we cannot separate the regional and continental 276 

contributions, therefore we assume that: 277 

 278 

- The source contributions at the RB station can be attributed to both regional 279 

and continental sources (without the possibility to separate the two 280 

contributions) with little contribution from the urban agglomeration. 281 

The important hypothesis behind Lenschow’s approach is that the emissions 282 

from the city should not directly affect the regional/remote site, otherwise this approach 283 

will lead to an underestimation of the urban increment. The city contribution to the 284 

measured RB levels (called “city spread” in Thunis et al., 2018) also depends on the 285 

distance between the city and the RB station. The larger the distance between the UB 286 

and RB sites, the lower should be the city impacts. Moreover, as suggested by Thunis 287 

et al. (2018), the size of the city is also a parameter that can affect the city effect. 288 

Another consideration is that: a) specific meteorological conditions favoring the 289 

transport of the city emissions to the RB site can also contribute to the city spread, and 290 

b) even if the city emissions do not influence the RB site, nearby rural emissions might 291 

increase RB levels of PM. This issue is made even more complex when considering 292 
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the different lifetime of chemical species. Whereas the dispersion of primary species 293 

will be primarily constrained by the geometry of the sources, the topography of the 294 

areas and the meteorological dispersion patterns, for secondary species, the chemical 295 

formation process introduces a substantial complexity.  296 

 297 

2.3 Paired sites and measurements 298 

 299 

In the following, we provide a brief description of the paired sites included in this 300 

analysis and the PM chemically speciated data available in each country. Figure 1 301 

shows the location of the paired sites, whereas the main statistics of the chemical 302 

species used in the PMF model is provided in Tables S2-S5. 303 

 304 

 305 

 306 
Figure 1: Paired sites included in this work. TS: Traffic station (DE). UB: Urban background 307 

(NL, DE, FR, CH, ES); RB: Regional background (NL, DE, FR, CH, ES); CB: Continental 308 

background (ES). © Google Maps.  309 

 310 

- Spain (ES) 311 

Three sites were available in ES, namely: the Barcelona UB station (BCN; 312 

41°23’24.01’’ N, 02°6’58.06’’ E, 64 m a.s.l.), the Montseny RB station (MSY; 313 

41°46’45.63’’ N, 02°21’28.92’’ E, 720 m a.s.l.) located about 50 km to the NNE of BCN 314 

and the Montsec CB (MSA; 42°3’ N, 0°44’ E, 1570 m a.s.l.) located 140 km southeast 315 

of BCN. These stations are run by the EGAR Group of the Institute of Environmental 316 

Assessment and Water Research (IDAEA-CSIC) in Barcelona. Detailed descriptions of 317 

the measuring sites can be found in Querol et al. (2008), Amato et al. (2009) and 318 

Pandolfi et al. (2014) for BCN, Pérez et al. (2008), Pey et al. (2010) and Pandolfi et al. 319 

Montsec Montseny

Barcelona

Zurich

Payerne

Schiedam
Hellendoorn

Leipzig

Melpitz

Revin

Lens

TS

UB
RB

CB
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(2011; 2014) for MSY, and Ripoll et al. (2014) and Pandolfi et al. (2014) for MSA. Both 320 

MSY and MSA stations are part of the ACTRIS (Aerosol, Clouds, and Trace gases 321 

Research Infrastructure, www.actris.net) and GAW (Global Atmosphere Watch 322 

Programme, www.wmo.int/gaw) networks and of the measuring network of the 323 

government of Catalonia.  324 

Measurements of PM10 chemically speciated data from the three Spanish sites 325 

used here covered the period 2010 – 2014. Details on the analytical methods used can 326 

be found for example in Querol et al. (2007) and Pandolfi et al. (2016). A total of 2115 327 

samples were used in the PMF model. Table S2 in Supporting Materials reports the 328 

chemical species included in PMF analysis and the main statistics (mean, median, SD) 329 

for each species for the three Spanish sites. 330 

 331 

- Switzerland (CH) 332 

Two measuring sites were available in CH: a UB station in Zurich (Zurich-Kaserne, 333 

ZUE; 47°22’36.42’’ N, 8°31’44.70’’ E, 410 m a.s.l.) and the RB station of Payerne (PAY; 334 

46°49’12’’ N, 06°57’ E, 491 m a.s.l.) located about 130 km west of ZUE. A detailed 335 

description of ZUE (which is part of the Swiss National Air Pollution Monitoring Network 336 

– NABEL) and PAY stations (part of the EMEP and GAW networks) was provided by 337 

Gehrig and Buchmann (2003), Gianini et al. (2012), Hueglin et al. (2005), Szidat et al. 338 

(2006), Bukowiecki et al. (2010) and Lanz et al. (2008).  339 

Measurements of PM10 chemically speciated data were available at the two 340 

sites during the period August 2008 – July 2009 (Gianini et al., 2012). A total of 178 341 

samples (89 collected at ZUE and 89 collected at PAY) and 31 species (listed in Table 342 

S3) were used in the PMF analysis. Table S3 reports the summary statistics for these 343 

chemical species . 344 

 345 

- The Netherlands (NL) 346 

The measuring sites and the PM2.5 chemically speciated data available in NL were 347 

presented by Mooibroek et al. (2011) where data from 5 stations (one TS, one UB and 348 

three RB sites) were simultaneously used in the PMF model in order to document the 349 

variability of the PM2.5 source contributions in NL. Among the five stations presented in 350 

Mooibroek et al. (2011), we only used data from Schiedam (SCH; UB) and Hellendoorn 351 

(HEL; RB) located around 150 km from SCH.  352 

Measurements of PM2.5 chemically speciated data were available at the two 353 

sites during the period September 2007 – August 2008. A total of 479 samples were 354 

used in Mooibroek et al. (2011) for PMF analysis using data from 5 sites. 87 and 82 355 
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samples were collected at UB and RB, respectively. Table S4 reports the mean 356 

concentrations of PM2.5 chemical species at these two sites. 357 

 358 

- Germany (DE) 359 

The PM chemically speciated data and the PMF source apportionments used here 360 

were published by van Pinxteren et al. (2016). Data from four stations (Leipzig-Mitte 361 

(LMI; TS), Leipzig Eisenbahnstrasse (EIB; TS), Leipzig TROPOS (TRO; UB), and 362 

Melpitz (MEL; RB) were collected during summer 2013 and winters 2013/14 and 363 

2014/15.  A total of 172 samples were used in the PMF model by van Pinxteren et al. 364 

(2016). In order to apply the PMF+Lenschow’s approach, we excluded the TS (Leipzig-365 

Eisenbahnstrasse) located in a residential area, approx. 2 km east of LMI. The three 366 

measuring sites used in this work, LMI, TRO, and MEL located approximately 50 km 367 

north-east of TRO and described in van Pinxteren et al. (2016).  368 

 369 

- France (FR) 370 

Two sites were used: a UB site in Lens (LEN; 50°26'13''N, 2°49'37''E, 47 m a.s.l.) and 371 

the RB station of Revin (REV; 49°54'28.008''N, 4°37'48''E, 395 m a.s.l.). The distance 372 

between Lens and Revin is around 140 km. A description of the French measuring 373 

sites can be found in Waked et al. (2014).  374 

Measurements of PM10 chemically speciated data were available at the two 375 

sites during the period January 2013 – May 2014. A total of 335 samples (167 from 376 

LEN, and 168 from REV) were analyzed with PMF. The number of 24h samples 377 

simultaneously collected at the two sites and used for Lenschow’s approach was 104. 378 

Table S5 reports the statistics of the chemical species measured at the French paired 379 

sites. 380 

 381 

3. Results 382 

This section is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents the PMF sources 383 

calculated for each group of paired sites. Some of these sources were common for all 384 

the sites included in this work, whereas other sources were obtained only for a subset 385 

of paired sites. The chemical profiles of the sources calculated for ES, CH and FR are 386 

reported in Supporting Material (Figures S1, S2, and S3, respectively). The source 387 

chemical profiles for NL and DE can be found in Mooibroek et al. (2011) and van 388 

Pinxteren et al. (2016), respectively. In Section 3.2, we present a sensitivity study that 389 

aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of the multi-site PMF analyses. In Section 3.3, 390 

we present the PMF source contributions, and in Section 3.4, we present and discuss 391 
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the results of the Lenschow approach applied to PM concentrations and PMF source 392 

contributions. 393 

 394 

3.1 PMF sources 395 

Sources identified at all paired sites 396 

- Secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) source traced mostly by inorganic species 397 

ammonium (NH4
+), sulfate (SO4

2-) and nitrate (NO3
-). At all sites included here, with the 398 

exception of DE, the contribution of SIA was separated between sulfate-rich aerosols 399 

(SSA) and nitrate-rich aerosols (NSA). The origin of SSA and NSA is, respectively, the 400 

atmospheric oxidation of SO2 (mostly from combustion of sulfur-containing fuels) and 401 

NOx (from combustion processes such as traffic, power generation, industry and 402 

domestic sector). At all sites the SSA and to a lesser extent NSA source profiles (and 403 

consequently the SIA source profile in DE) showed enrichments in organic carbon 404 

(OC), which was attributed to both the condensation of semi-volatile compounds on the 405 

high specific surface area of ammonium sulfate and nitrate (Amato et al., 2009) and 406 

photochemistry causing similar temporal variation of these constituents of atmospheric 407 

PM (Kim et al., 2003; Kim and Hopke, 2004; Petit et al., 2019).  408 

- The Mineral source (MM) was traced by typical crustal elements such as Al, Ca, 409 

Fe, and Mg and accounted for a large mass fraction of crustal trace elements such as 410 

Ti, Rb, Sr, Y, La, Ce and Nd. This factor also included a variable fraction of OC, an 411 

indication of mixing of inorganic and organic matter during aging or by entrainment of 412 

soils including their associated organic matter (Kuhn, 2007). At the German sites, this 413 

source (named Urban dust in van Pinxteren et al. (2016)) consisted of NO3
- and WSOC 414 

(water soluble organic carbon) with high mass contributions of Ca and Fe indicating a 415 

mixture of mineral dust with urban pollution. A MM factor (enriched in Si, Al, Ti, Ca and 416 

Fe) was also found by Mooibroek et al. (2011) in PM2.5 at the Dutch sites.   417 

- The Primary road traffic (RT) source included both exhaust and non-exhaust 418 

primary traffic emissions and was traced by EC and OC and a range of metals such as 419 

Fe, Cu, Ba, Mo and Sb from brakes and tires abrasion (i.e. Amato et al., 2009). Only 420 

for DE it was possible to separate the contributions from exhaust and non-exhaust 421 

traffic emissions (van Pinxteren et al., 2016) whereas in the other cases, the two 422 

sources were jointly apportioned. In van Pinxteren et al. (2016), the vehicle exhaust 423 

emissions were identified by high mass contributions of WISC (water insoluble carbon; 424 

i.e. EC + hydrophobic organics), as well as contributions of hopanes with increasing 425 

species contributions toward either lower chain length (<C25) n-alkanes (for ultrafine 426 

particles) or larger (≥C25) chain length n-alkanes with a predominance of even C 427 
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compounds (coarse particles). The contributions from exhaust and non-exhaust traffic 428 

sources in DE were summed to obtain the RT source contribution.  429 

- The Aged sea salt (SS) source was traced mostly by Na+, Cl- and Mg2+ with 430 

variable contributions from SO4
2- and NO3

- suggesting some aging of the marine 431 

aerosol. In CH, this source contributed to high fractions of Na+ and Mg2+ and did not 432 

show a clear annual cycle with elevated values during winter, thus suggesting a low 433 

contribution from the de-icing road salt. In Gianini et al. (2012), this source was named 434 

Na-Mg-rich factor and it was related to the transport of sea spray aerosol particles in 435 

Zurich. In DE, the calculated SS factor consisted mainly of NO3
- and Na+ with no mass 436 

contribution of Cl-, indicating efficient Cl- depletion during transport over the continent.  437 

In FR, two SS sources were calculated: a fresh SS source (traced by Na+ and Cl-), and 438 

an aged SS source with lack of Cl- and presence of Na+ and NO3
-.  439 

-  440 

Sources identified only at a subset of paired sites  441 

- The biomass burning (BB) source, mostly traced by K+ and levoglucosan 442 

together with EC and OC, was resolved for three paired sites (in FR, DE, and CH).  443 

- The residual oil combustion source (V-Ni) was identified at two paired sites (in 444 

ES and NL). This source contained significant fractions of the measured V and Ni 445 

concentrations together with EC, OC and SO4
2- that are the tracers for residual oil 446 

combustion sources such as ocean shipping, municipal district heating power plants, 447 

and industrial power plants using residual oil. 448 

- The primary industrial (IND) source, also resolved only in ES and NL. In ES, it 449 

was identified by Pb and Zn along with As and Mn mostly from metallurgical operations 450 

(e.g. Amato et al., 2009). In NL, different trace metals appeared indicating a mixture of 451 

many different sources, including waste incineration, (coal) combustion, metallic 452 

industrial activities, and fertilizer production. Mooibroek et al. (2011) summarized the 453 

profile as industrial activities and incineration. 454 

 455 

Sources identified at only one set of paired sites  456 

-  Two sources were identified only in FR, namely: a marine biogenic source 457 

identified by methanesulfonic acid, a product of DMS oxidation, and a Land (or primary) 458 

biogenic source, traced by alcohols (arabitol and mannitol). 459 

-  Six additional sources were resolved only in DE, namely: sea salt/road salt 460 

(SSRS; an SS source with influence of road salt for de-icing), Coal combustion and 461 

Local coal combustion (this latter contributing mostly at the EIB site, which was 462 

removed from this analysis), Photochemistry (with high mass contributions of NH4
+ and 463 
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SO4
2- and WSOC), Cooking, and Fungal spores. As reported in van Pinxteren et al. 464 

(2016), photochemistry factor concentrations (Fig. 4 and S11 in van Pinxteren et al. 465 

(2016)) tended to be higher in summer and showed no clear site-dependent trend. In 466 

contrast to the general secondary aerosol, the photochemistry factor thus seems to be 467 

more related to radiation-driven formation processes. A detailed description of these 468 

additional sources can be found in van Pinxteren et al. (2016). 469 

 470 

3.2 Feasibility of the multi-site PMF 471 

The results of the sensitivity test performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the 472 

multi-site PMF were reported in Table S6 in supporting material.  Table S6 shows the 473 

main features of the sources from both the single-site PMF and the multi-site PMF for 474 

ES, CH, and FR reporting for each source and country: 1) the explained variation (EV) 475 

of the main markers of the source for each PMF run (i.e. how much each source 476 

explains in % the concentration of a given tracer), 2) the ratio values (K) between 477 

specific tracers in each source for each PMF run, and 3) the coefficient of variation 478 

(CV) of the ratios for each source (calculated as the ratio between the standard 479 

deviation and the mean of the K values obtained from the single-site PMF). This 480 

sensitivity test was not performed for NL and DE because the multi-site PMF was not 481 

applied here but directly taken from Mooibroek et al. (2011) and van Pinxteren et al. 482 

(2016), respectively. Given the encouraging results shown below for ES, CH, and FR, it 483 

seems valid to assume that the multi-site PMF results for DE and NL can be used, 484 

even without the single-site validation. As reported in Table S6, the calculated CVs are 485 

below 20-25% for the majority of the sources (cf. Section 2.1.1).  486 

The exceptions were IND in ES (CV=48.8%), SS in ES (CV=35.9), marine biogenic in 487 

FR (CV=31.9%) and RT in CH (CV=31.1%). As shown below, the contribution of the 488 

IND source to the measured PM10 in BCN was very low and consequently the 489 

uncertainty associated to the high CV for this source was minimal. The high CV for the 490 

SS source in ES is due to the progressive depletion of Cl- when moving from UB to RB 491 

and to CB. In fact, as reported in Table S6, the [Na+]/[Cl-] ratio correspondingly 492 

increased when moving from the UB site to the CB site. However, the SS source, and 493 

the marine biogenic source, were considered as natural sources without separating the 494 

urban and regional increments. Thus, the contribution from these two sources can be 495 

totally attributed to regional natural sources. On the other side, the RT source in CH 496 

was, as shown below, mostly local. For all other sources, the CVs are quite low 497 

indicating the similarity in the chemical profiles at the three sites, thereby allowing the 498 

application of the multi-site PMF. 499 
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3.3 PMF source contributions and seasonal patterns 500 

Figure 2 shows the mean annual PMF source contributions calculated for the 501 

considered paired sites. The mean winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) source 502 

contributions are presented in Figures S4 and S5, respectively, in the Supporting 503 

Material. Figure S6 in Supporting Material reports the same information as in Figure 2 504 

but using box-and-whisker plots to show the data variability.  505 

At all stations, the secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA = SSA + NSA) was among 506 

the most abundant components of PM. At UB sites the SIA contribution ranged 507 

between 5.7-5.8 g/m3 (29-35%) in DE and FR, where the sampling periods were 508 

similar, to around 8.2-9.8 g/m3 (33-58%) in ES, CH and NL, where the sampling 509 

periods were also similar. A decreasing gradient was observed for SIA concentrations 510 

when moving from UB (or TR) sites to RB (or CB) sites.  511 

This gradient was mostly driven by NSA contributions which showed higher 512 

decreasing gradients compared to SSA suggesting a regional character of this latter 513 

source. The spatial gradients will be discussed in more details in the next section. 514 

 The contribution from the MM source to PM10 at UB sites ranged from 5.0 g/m3 515 

(24%) in FR to 0.6 g/m3 (4%) in DE. Low MM contribution was observed at UB station 516 

in NL (0.5 g/m3; 3%) where PM2.5 was measured. These regional differences could be 517 

related to the intensity and regional impact of Saharan dust outbreaks which can be 518 

very different from one year to the other, thus also contributing to explain the observed 519 

regional variation of the MM source contributions (Alastuey et al., 2016). The high MM 520 

source contribution in FR was mostly due to the period March-April 2014 (not shown), 521 

when the MM contribution reached daily means of more than 40 g/m3. Low dust 522 

concentration in DE compared to other European countries was also reported by 523 

Alastuey et al. (2016). Moreover, van Pinxteren et al. (2016) reported that the 524 

contribution from the MM source at the German sites is much lower in winter compared 525 

to summer. For the German sites, we used data collected during one summer and two 526 

winters, thus also explaining the low annual average contribution from this source 527 

reported here. A clear decreasing gradient from UB/TR to RB/CB was also observed 528 

for the MM source contributions. 529 

The mean annual contribution from the RT source at UB stations ranged from 4.7 530 

g/m3 (19% of PM10 mass) in ES to 1.2 g/m3 (6% of PM10 mass) in FR. The highest 531 

contribution from this source was observed at the TS in DE (5.2 g/m3; 23%). The 532 

absolute contributions at the RB sites were similar in all countries at around 0.2-0.7 533 

g/m3 (2-5%). Thus, the RT source showed a clear gradient indicating that this source 534 

was local at all TS/UB sites. 535 
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 536 
Figure 2: Mean annual source contributions to PM10 (PM2.5 for NL) from the multi-site PMF for 537 

each country. The number in the white box at the center of the pie chart is the measured mass 538 

of PM (in g/m3). TS: traffic site; UB: urban background; RB: regional background; CB: 539 

continental background. 540 

  541 

 542 

The contributions from the SS source were highest at the paired sites close to 543 

the sea such as in ES and FR were the mean annual contributions were around 5.2 544 

g/m3 (22%) and 3.7 g/m3 (18%), respectively, at the UB stations. In both countries, 545 

the mean annual contribution calculated at RB stations was lower compared to the 546 

contribution at UB stations, because of the larger distance of RB stations to the sea 547 
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compared to the UB stations. At UB sites in NL, CH and DE the SS source contributed 548 

1.6 g/m3 (10%), 1.7 g/m3 (9%) and 1.0 g/m3 (6%), respectively. The low SS 549 

contribution in NL was due to the coarse mode prevalence of SS whereas PM2.5 was 550 

sampled in NL.  In the following, we will not apply Lenschow’s approach to the SS 551 

source contributions and we will consider this source as totally natural and R+C in 552 

origin. 553 

The contribution from the BB source was identified only in FR (2.6 g/m3; 13% 554 

at UB site), DE (1.5 g/m3; 9%), and CH (2.3 g/m3; 12%). Previous study in Barcelona 555 

using aerosol mass spectrometer data reported a small BB contribution to OA and PM 556 

(around 11% and 4%, respectively) in winter in BCN (Mohr et al., 2012). Therefore, it 557 

was not possible to identify the BB source in BCN based on the PM10 chemical 558 

speciated data used here. The BB source contributions reported here for LEN site were 559 

very similar to the values reported by Waked et al. (2014) for LEN despite the 560 

differences in periods studied. A slight gradient is observed moving from TS/UB to RB 561 

stations indicating the presence of both local and R+C increments for this source. 562 

The contribution from the IND source at UB stations in NE and ES was 2 g/m3 563 

(13% of PM2.5 mass) and 0.1 g/m3, respectively. The low IND source contribution in 564 

ES was probably due to the implementation of the IPPC Directive (Integrated Pollution 565 

Prevention and Control) in 2008 in ES (Querol et al., 2007). As reported in Figure 2, a 566 

very small gradient was observed when moving from UB to RB station suggesting a 567 

regional character for this source.  568 

The V-Ni source contributions were higher in ES (2.7 g/m3, 11% at UB site) 569 

compared to NL (0.3 g/m3, 2% at UB site). This factor was not apportioned in the 570 

other countries. In FR because the measurements of V and Ni were not available; in 571 

DE only the measurements of Ni were available (whereas V, as important tracer of 572 

residual oil combustion was not available); in CH, despite the fact that the 573 

measurements of V were available, the V-Ni source was not resolved likely because 574 

the distance of Swiss sites from important residual oil combustion sources. The 575 

contribution from this source in ES showed a clear gradient when moving from UB to 576 

CB station. The high V-Ni source contribution at UB in ES was related to ship 577 

emissions from both the intense vessel traffic from the Mediterranean Sea and the port 578 

of Barcelona. Figure 3 shows the Concentration Weighted Trajectory (CWT) plots for 579 

the V-Ni source contributions in Barcelona (2010-2014) and Schiedam (2007-2008). 580 

The use of computed concentration fields to identify source areas of pollutants, referred 581 

as CWT, was first proposed by Siebert et al. (1994). Here, we used the CWT function 582 

available in the Openair package (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012; Carslaw, 2012). In 583 
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Figure 3, contributions higher than the 90th percentile were used to look at the origin of 584 

high contributions from the V-Ni source. As shown in Figure 3, the V-Ni source in ES 585 

and NL was mostly linked to maritime shipping emissions. 586 

 587 

 588 
Figure 3: Concentration Weighted Trajectory (CWT) plots of the V-Ni source contributions for: 589 
(a) Schiedam (NL; PM2.5; 2007-2008) and (b) Barcelona (ES; PM10; 2010-2014). 590 
 591 

Figure 4 shows the scatter-space plots of the V-Ni and SSA source 592 

contributions for BCN (PM10; 2007-2008 and 2010-2014) (Figure 4c and d, 593 

respectively) and SCH (PM2.5; 2007-2008; Figure 4a). Data from Rotterdam (PM2.5; 594 

2007-2008; Figure 4b) were also used for the V-Ni vs. SSA comparison. Figure 4 also 595 

shows the analogous plots for 4 additional sites in NL, Belgium, and FR for a more 596 

recent period (2013-2014), namely: Wijk aan zee and Amsterdam in NL (Figure 4e,f), 597 

Antwerp (Belgium, Figure 4g) and Lille (FR, Figure 4h). Details on the measurements 598 

performed at these 4 additional sites, the PM10 chemically speciated data, and PMF 599 

analyses can be found in Mooibroek et al. (2016).  600 

(a)

(b)

g/m3

g/m3
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 601 
Figure 4: Contributions (μg/m3) of the V/Ni-bearing particles from shipping and SSA 602 
particles to PM at Schiedam (a), Rotterdam (b), Wijk aan zee (e), Amsterdam (f) in the 603 
Netherlands, Barcelona (c and d; Spain), Antwerp (g; Belgium) and Lille (h; France). 604 
The red lines represent the edges of the scatter plots. © Google Maps.   605 
 606 
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In all of the g-space plots in Figure 4, an edge was observed (highlighted with 607 

red color) that can be used to estimate the amount of SSA produced for every 1 g/m3 608 

of residual oil burned by ships (e.g. Kim and Hopke, 2008; Pandolfi et al., 2011a). This 609 

sulfate represents direct SO3 emissions from the ship that appear as particulate sulfate 610 

at the sampling sites (e.g. Agrawal et al., 2008; 2010).  611 

Ship diesels typically burn high sulfur content residual oil (Bunker-C), and thus 612 

primary sulfate emissions can be anticipated (Kim and Hopke, 2008). In BCN we found 613 

that around 0.4 g/m3 of SSA were produced for every 1 g/m3 of V-Ni PM10 614 

contribution (during both 2007-2008 and 2010-2014), whereas in SCH and Rotterdam 615 

the amount of SSA was much higher, around 5.6-6.0 g/m3, suggesting the use of a 616 

residual oil with high sulfur content during 2007-2008. Kim and Hopke (2008) and 617 

Pandolfi et al. (2011a) reported that around 0.8 g/m3 of SSA were produced for every 618 

1 g/m3 of V-Ni PM2.5 in Seattle (US) and of V-Ni PM10 in the Bay of Gibraltar (ES), 619 

respectively. The difference between BCN and SCH and Rotterdam was high during 620 

the same period (2007-2008). However, recent data (2013-2014) from the four 621 

additional sites slowed lower primary SSA produced (around 0.8 – 1.5 g/m3) for every 622 

1 g/m3 of residual oil, indicating a reduction of sulfur content in fuels (cf. Figure 4). 623 

Indeed, Figure S7 in supporting material shows the strong reduction of SO2 emitted 624 

from maritime shipping in Rotterdam from 2007 to 2014 despite the rather constant 625 

number of ships registered in port (Environmental Data Compendium, Government of 626 

the Netherlands, https://www.clo.nl/en). A similar result was reported by Zhang et al. 627 

(2019). In their study, Zhang et al. (2019) showed the significant reduction in ambient 628 

SO2, EC, V, and Ni concentrations at both port sites and urban sites in Shanghai after 629 

the implementation of the Chinese DECA (Domestic Emission Control Areas) despite 630 

increasing ship traffic activity. Moreover, a report of the Netherlands Research Program 631 

on Particulate Matter (Denier van der Gon and Hulskotte, 2010) reported that in the 632 

port of Rotterdam in 2003 the dominant energy source for ships in berth was high-633 

sulfur content heavy fuel oil (HFO). The use of HFO in berth was a surprising result, as 634 

it is often thought that ships use distilled fuels while in berth (Denier van der Gon and 635 

Hulskotte, 2010). The observed reduction in primary SSA from ships in NL from 2007-636 

2008 to 2013-2014 could be also due to the change of fuel used by ships in berth, from 637 

HFO to low-sulfur content marine diesel oil. The type of fuel used by ships while in 638 

berth could also explain the difference observed between BCN and SCH during 2007-639 

2008.  640 

The marine biogenic and land biogenic sources, assessed only in FR, 641 

contributed around 1.0 g/m3 and 1.2 g/m3, respectively, at the UB station. These two 642 
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sources were not identified in the other countries mostly because the measurements of 643 

methanesulfonic acid and traced alcohols (arabitol and mannitol) were not available. 644 

Analogously to the SS source, Lenschow’s approach was not applied to the 645 

contributions from these two sources that were considered as totally R+C and natural. 646 

Finally, in DE, the contributions from the six sources assessed only in this 647 

country summed to mean values of 5.6 g/m3 (34%) at UB site. Among these six 648 

sources, the contribution from coal combustion was the highest in winter (suggesting 649 

the influence of buildings heating), explaining around 60-70% of the total contributions 650 

from these six sources. In summer, photochemistry was the source contributing mostly 651 

to the total from the six sources (50-80%). Among these six sources, only the 652 

contribution from the fungal spores source was considered as totally R+C and natural.  653 

 654 

3.4 Spatial increments: Lenschow`s approach results 655 

The results of Lenschow’s approach applied to the PM mass concentrations 656 

and to the PMF source contributions for each country are presented in Figure 5 and 657 

Table S7 and Figure 6 and Table S8, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show the annual 658 

average values. Allocation of PM concentrations and source contributions for winter 659 

(DJF) and summer (JJA) are presented in Figures S8 and S9 and Table S7, for PM 660 

concentrations, and in Figures S10 and S11 and Table S9 and Table S10, for the PMF 661 

source contributions.  662 

An attempt was made to separate the natural and anthropogenic R+C 663 

increments whereas the urban increment was considered to be totally anthropogenic. 664 

We considered some sources such as Aged sea salt, fresh sea salt, marine biogenic, 665 

land biogenic as totally natural without allocating their contributions to the different 666 

spatial levels. Thus, for example, we assumed that there were no local (traffic/urban) 667 

sources of fresh sea salt. For the Aged sea salt source the presence of SIA in the 668 

chemical profile suggests that this source was not entirely natural. However, we cannot 669 

estimate the relative natural and anthropogenic contributions to this source using data 670 

available here. The urban MM increment was associated with resuspended dust from 671 

passing vehicles and local demolition/construction activities. Consequently, it was 672 

considered anthropogenic in origin. Conversely, the R+C MM increment was 673 

considered to be as of natural origin from both wind-blown dust and Saharan dust 674 

episodes, the latter being most important in the Mediterranean region and especially in 675 

summer compared to other European countries (Pey et al., 2013; Alastuey et al., 676 

2016). Nevertheless, regional suspended soil could be the result of anthropogenic 677 

activities such as farming. However, it is impossible based on the available information 678 
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to estimate the relative contributions of natural and anthropogenic sources to the R+C 679 

MM increments. Other sources such as SSA and NSA, RT, IND, V-Ni, and BB, were 680 

considered anthropogenic in origin. Finally, the gradients of PM concentrations 681 

reported in Figure 5 and Table S7 were calculated by summing the increments 682 

calculated from the different source contributions, and not as the difference between 683 

the gravimetric measurements performed at the paired sites.  684 

 685 

3.4.1 Urban and regional-continental PM allocation 686 

As reported in Figure 5, the sum of the annual natural and anthropogenic R+C 687 

PM increments in all countries were higher compared to the urban increments, 688 

therefore confirming the statement of the 2016 LRTAP Assessment Report about the 689 

importance of long range air pollution, even in urban areas. On annual basis, the 690 

relative R+C PM10 increments were similar in all countries and ranged between around 691 

64% in ES to 74% in DE (cf. Table S7), For this comparison, the R+C PM increment in 692 

ES was calculated as the sum of regional and continental increments and in DE it was 693 

calculated as relative to the PM10 concentration measured at the UB site (not at the LMI 694 

traffic site). If the relative R+C PM10 increment in DE is calculated with respect to the 695 

PM10 mass measured at LMI traffic site, then the R+C increment can be estimated to 696 

be around 55% in close agreement with the R+C PM10 increment reported by van 697 

Pinxteren et al. (2016). For NL, the relative R+C PM2.5 increment was around 74%, 698 

whereas in CH and FR, the relative R+C PM10 increments were around 67-69%. 699 

 700 

 701 

 702 
Figure 5: Lenschow’s approach applied to the concentrations of PM10 in the different countries 703 

(PM2.5 in the Netherlands). Annual means are reported. ES: Spain; CH: Switzerland; NL: The 704 

Netherlands; DE: Germany; FR: France. In all countries with the exception of Spain, Reg_Anthr 705 

and Reg_Nat are the sum of regional+continental. 706 
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In terms of absolute values, the lowest PM urban and R+C (anthropogenic and 708 

natural) increments were observed in DE (3.5 g/m3 and 11.9 g/m3 of PM10 mass 709 

measured at the UB TRO site) where the PM10 concentrations were also lower 710 

compared to the other cities included in this work. The highest urban and R+C PM 711 

increments were instead observed in ES (8.5 g/m3 and 15.6 g/m3 of PM10 mass 712 

measured in BCN) where the PM10 concentrations were higher. For DE, the local PM 713 

increment measured at the traffic site (LMI) was 5.4 g/m3 (cf. Table S7) and 714 

contributed around 25% to the PM mass measured at LMI.  715 

 Overall (annual means; cf. Table S7 and Figures 5, S8, and S9), the R+C PM 716 

increments due to anthropogenic activities in CH, NL, and DE were higher compared to 717 

the R+C PM increment due to natural sources. In these countries, the R+C 718 

anthropogenic PM increments were very similar (10-10.8 g/m3) and explained around 719 

52%, 62%, and 66%, respectively, of the PM mass measured at the UB stations. 720 

Conversely, in these three countries, the R+C PM increments due to natural sources 721 

varied more (1.1-3.3 g/m3) and explained around 17%, 12% and 7%, respectively, of 722 

the UB PM mass. In ES, the anthropogenic and natural R+C PM increments were 723 

similar (around 8 g/m3) and both explained around 32-33% of the PM mass measured 724 

at BCN. Conversely, in FR, the R+C natural PM increment was the highest (around 9.1 725 

g/m3) and explained around 44% of the PM mass measured in LEN, whereas the R+C 726 

anthropogenic PM increment was around 4.6 g/m3 (23%). As shown later, the high 727 

R+C natural PM increment observed in FR and ES was mostly related to regional 728 

emissions from SS and MM sources. Moreover, in FR, marine biogenic and land 729 

biogenic source emissions also contributed to the high R+C natural PM increment.  730 

 In all countries, with the exception of DE, the absolute and relative PM urban 731 

increments were higher in winter compared to summer (cf. Table S7). This result 732 

suggested that in winter, the typical atmospheric conditions in these countries of lower 733 

wind speeds and lower mixed layer heights favored the accumulation of locally emitted 734 

pollutants compared to summer. The winter-to-summer PM urban increment ratios 735 

ranged between 1.5 in CH up to 3.5 in FR. The lack of a clear seasonal profile for the 736 

PM urban increment at TRO (DE) could be due to the overall effect that the two main 737 

air mass inflows have on pollutant concentrations at the German sites during both 738 

seasons (van Pinxteren et al., 2016). As shown in van Pinxteren et al. (2016), the 739 

source contributions to PM at the German sites differed considerably depending on the 740 

sources, seasons, and air mass inflows.  741 

 The natural and anthropogenic R+C PM increments showed different seasonal 742 

patterns. Those due to natural sources were higher in summer at all sites with the 743 
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exception of NL where the R+C natural PM increment was higher in winter. As shown 744 

later, the observed higher summer R+C PM natural increments were due to MM and 745 

SS source emissions that were higher on average during the warm season. 746 

Conversely, as also shown in Waked et al. (2014), the high R+C PM natural increment 747 

in NL in winter was due to SS emissions that were higher during the cold season (cf. 748 

Tables S8 and S9). 749 

 The R+C PM increments due to anthropogenic sources showed an opposite 750 

seasonal profile compared to the R+C natural PM increments. In fact, the 751 

anthropogenic R+C PM increments were lower in summer compared to winter in all 752 

countries, with the exception of ES where it was higher in summer compared to winter. 753 

As shown later, the higher anthropogenic R+C PM increment in summer in ES was 754 

mostly driven by high contributions from regional SSA sources, mostly related to ship 755 

emissions at the Spanish sites, and the peculiar meteorological patterns in the Western 756 

Mediterranean inducing vertical recirculation of air masses (i.e. Millán et al., 1997). The 757 

relatively lower anthropogenic R+C PM increment observed in the other countries in 758 

summer compared to winter were mostly related to high winter contributions from NSA 759 

and BB regional sources. 760 

  761 

3.4.2 Allocation of PMF source contribution 762 

- Sources identified at all paired sites 763 

SIA source (anthropogenic) 764 

In all countries, the majority of SIA calculated from PMF was of R+C origin 765 

(Figure 6). On annual average, the lowest relative R+C SIA increment was around 57% 766 

in FR (where 43% of SIA was of local origin). In the other countries, the relative R+C 767 

SIA increment was similar and ranged between around 76% and 85% in ES and CH, 768 

respectively. In absolute values, the highest R+C SIA increment (around 7.7 g/m3; cf. 769 

Table S8) was observed in CH and NL, followed by ES (6.2 g/m3), DE (4.4 g/m3) and 770 

FR (3.3 g/m3).  The relative R+C SIA increments were similar in winter and summer in 771 

all countries with the exception of ES where in summer the relative R+C SIA increment 772 

(around 88%; cf. Figure S11 and Table S10) was much higher compared to winter 773 

(51%; cf. Figure S10 and Table S9). In summer, the Western Mediterranean Basin is 774 

characterized by regional recirculation episodes driven by strong insolation and the 775 

orography of the area. These conditions in summer favor the formation of cells of 776 

meso-to-regional scales (i.e. Millan et al., 1997; 2000) and air mass recirculate over the 777 

region causing dispersion and aging of pollutants. Furthermore, the high summer 778 

insolation favors a faster oxidation of SO2 and, accordingly, higher SO4
2- concentrations 779 
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(i.e. Querol et al., 1999). During these summer conditions, the SIA concentrations were 780 

similar at the three Spanish sites, thus leading to high relative R+C SIA contributions in 781 

summer compared to winter in ES (cf. Figures S4 and S5). 782 

 783 

  784 

 785 
Figure 6: Lenschow’s approach applied to the PM10 (PM2.5 in the Netherlands) PMF source 786 

contributions. Annual means are reported. ES: Spain; CH: Switzerland; NL: The Netherlands; 787 

DE: Germany; FR: France. In all countries, with the exception of Spain, Reg_Anthr and 788 

Reg_Nat are the sum of regional+continental. 789 
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 790 

 791 
Figure 6 (continue): Lenschow’s approach applied to the PM10 (PM2.5 in the Netherlands) PMF 792 

source contributions. Annual means are reported. ES: Spain; CH: Switzerland; NL: The 793 

Netherlands; DE: Germany; FR: France. In all countries, with the exception of Spain, Reg_Anthr 794 

and Reg_Nat are the sum of regional+continental. 795 
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In absolute values, the R+C SIA increments were higher in winter compared to 798 

summer in all countries, with the exception of ES. The winter-to-summer R+C SIA 799 

increment ratios (using absolute values) ranged between 1.5 in FR to around 5 in DE. 800 

In ES it was 0.7. As shown later, the difference observed between ES and the other 801 

countries was due to the different effects that SSA and NSA have on the seasonal SIA 802 

profile. In ES, the higher relative and absolute R+C SIA increments in summer 803 
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compared to winter were due to the increase of the R+C SSA increment during the 804 

warm season. In the other European countries, the higher winter R+C SIA increment 805 

compared to summer was due mostly to the strong increase of the NSA regional 806 

increment during the cold season. The very high winter-to-summer R+C SIA increment 807 

ratio observed in DE were likely related to the air mass transport at the German sites. 808 

As reported by van Pinxteren et al. (2016), in DE during both summer and winter two 809 

air mass origins prevail: western and eastern inflow. Particle mass concentrations in 810 

Leipzig were typically higher during eastern than during western inflow and especially 811 

during the winter period, thus explaining the high winter-to-summer ratio of the R+C 812 

SIA increment in DE. This trend has been commonly observed in the area of Leipzig 813 

and can be explained with a more continental character of eastern air masses (western 814 

air masses typically spend considerable time above the Atlantic Ocean) and higher PM 815 

pollution in Eastern European countries (e.g. Pokorná et al., 2013; 2015).  816 

 817 

SSA source (anthropogenic) 818 

As expected, the majority of SSA measured in the selected cities was of R+C 819 

origin. On annual basis, the highest R+C SSA increment was observed in ES (4.8 820 

g/m3, 91% of SSA source contribution in BCN). Thus, in BCN the local SSA increment 821 

was low (0.5 g/m3; 9%). The high R+C SSA increment in ES was likely due to 822 

shipping emissions in the Mediterranean Sea, whereas the very local SSA increment 823 

could be linked to the emissions of primary sulfate from ships in the port of Barcelona. 824 

Recently, Van Damme et al. (2018) identified Catalonia (NE Spain) as one of the major 825 

hotspots in terms of NH3 emissions. In all other countries, the annual R+C SSA 826 

increment was lower and ranged between 3.5 g/m3 (77% of SSA source contribution) 827 

in CH and 1.8 g/m3 (83%) in FR where the lowest absolute R+C SSA increment was 828 

observed. The R+C SSA increment in NL, where the NH3 emissions are high (Van 829 

Damme et al., 2018), was estimated to be around 2.9 g/m3 (81% of SSA), being the 830 

remaining SSA associated with primary emissions from ships. The relatively high 831 

annual urban SSA increment observed at ZUE (CH; 1.1 g/m3; 24% of SSA 832 

contribution in ZUE; cf. Figure 6 and Table S8) could be related to local road traffic and 833 

wood combustion emissions which in addition contribute to NSA and SSA through 834 

emissions of gaseous precursors of SIA (Gianini et al., 2012). In the other cities 835 

included in this analysis, the local SSA increment ranged between 0.4 (LEN, FR) and 836 

0.7 (SCH, NL) g/m3 (0-18%). 837 

In absolute values, the R+C SSA increment in summer was higher compared to 838 

winter in all countries with the exception of NL where a higher R+C SSA increment was 839 
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observed in winter (4.0 g/m3) compared to summer (2.6 g/m3). Mooibroek et al. 840 

(2011) reported a flat seasonal pattern of the SSA source contributions in NL that 841 

resembled the long-term average of SO4
2-. Moreover, the low SSA summer-to-winter 842 

ratio in the Netherland could be also associated with emissions of primary sulfate from 843 

ships, which, as shown before, was high in SCH during the period considered. In ES, 844 

the R+C SSA increment in summer (cf. Table S10) was related to long-range transport 845 

of SSA, which accumulated over the region due to the summer regional recirculation 846 

described above, and the photochemistry which enhances the SO2 oxidation. .  847 

Finally, in all countries the SSA absolute local increments did not show clear 848 

seasonal cycles likely resembling the effect of local sources on SSA.  849 

 850 

NSA source (anthropogenic): 851 

On annual average, high and similar R+C NSA increments were observed in 852 

CH (annual mean: 4.2 g/m3; 94% of NSA contribution in ZUE) and NL (4.8 g/m3; 853 

78% of NSA contribution in SCH). Conversely, lower R+C NSA increments were 854 

observed in ES (1.5 g/m3; 50% of NSA contribution in BCN) and FR (1.5 g/m3; 41% 855 

of NSA contribution in LEN). In BCN (ES), the high local NSA increment (around 50% 856 

or 1.5 g/m3 of NSA source contribution in BCN) was explained by the NOx emissions 857 

from traffic and the availability of NH3 in the city of Barcelona (e.g. Reche at al., 2012; 858 

Pandolfi et al., 2012). High NOx emissions originating from road traffic could also be 859 

responsible for the high local NSA increment in LEN (FR; 2.1 g/m3; 59% of NSA 860 

contribution to PM10 in LEN). Agricultural emissions of NH3 and NOx emissions from 861 

road and maritime traffic and industry were the likely cause of the high R+C NSA 862 

increment observed especially in NL and CH.  863 

In all countries, as a consequence of the thermal instability of ammonium 864 

nitrate, both local and R+C NSA increments were higher in winter compared to summer 865 

(Figures S10 and S11 and Tables S8 and S9). In both winter and summer, the highest 866 

local and R+C NSA increments were observed in NL. As reported in Mooibroek et al. 867 

(2011), the concentration of ammonia in the Dutch atmosphere is such that when 868 

sulfate is fully neutralized, a considerable amount is left to stabilize the ammonium 869 

nitrate even in summer. In this country, the mean R+C NSA increments were 10 g/m3 870 

and 2.5 g/m3 in winter and summer, respectively. The high summer R+C NSA 871 

increment in NL (much higher compared to the other countries where it was around of 872 

0-0.8 g/m3) was due to the high concentration of NH3 in the Dutch atmosphere and 873 

NOx emissions. NH3 concentration is such that when SSA is fully neutralized, a 874 
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considerable amount is left to stabilize the ammonium nitrate also in summer 875 

(Mooibroek et al., 2011).  876 

 877 

Mineral (local anthropogenic; regional+continental natural): 878 

On annual basis, the R+C MM increments were higher compared to the local 879 

increments at all sites with the exception of DE where the urban and R+C increments 880 

were similar. As reported in van Pinxteren et al. (2016), the MM factor identified in DE 881 

was characterized by high nitrate fraction and anthropogenic n-alkanes signature 882 

indicating a mixture of soil with urban pollution thus likely explaining the lower R+C 883 

increment compared to the other sites. Moreover, the seasonal and site dependencies 884 

of concentrations presented in van Pinxteren et al. (2016) suggested an urban 885 

background MM source without direct association to traffic. This could be the reason 886 

for the null traffic MM increment reported here for the German traffic site (Figure 6 and 887 

Table S8). The highest urban and R+C MM increments were observed in FR (1.8 888 

g/m3 and 3.2 g/m3, respectively) followed by ES (0.7 g/m3 and 2.6 g/m3, 889 

respectively) and CH (0.9 g/m3 and 1.9 g/m3, respectively), whereas these values 890 

were much lower in NL (where PM2.5 was sampled) and DE. For LEN (FR), Waked et 891 

al. (2014) showed a very similar trend for the MM factor and for primary traffic 892 

emissions in Lens, suggesting a major influence of road transport for particles 893 

resuspension. Alastuey et al. (2016) have shown that in the North of FR, the average 894 

mineral dust concentration and its relative contribution to PM10 was higher compared to 895 

DE and mostly in summer. 896 

As shown in Figure 6, the majority of the R+C MM increments in ES were of 897 

continental origin (2.2 g/m3 continental and 0.4 g/m3 regional; cf. Table S8) and 898 

especially in summer (3.2 g/m3 continental and 0.1 g/m3 regional) whereas in winter 899 

the regional and continental contributions were lower and similar (0.4 g/m3 continental 900 

and 0.5 g/m3 regional). The seasonality of the MM increments observed in ES was 901 

also due to the long-range transport of mineral dust from the Saharan Desert during 902 

Saharan dust outbreaks (Querol et al., 2009; Pey et al., 2013). As shown in Alastuey et 903 

al. (2016), the contribution from desert dust to PM is expected to be higher in the 904 

Mediterranean region compared to Central/North of Europe. The higher R+C MM 905 

increments in summer compared to winter, observed also in the other countries, were 906 

linked to the enhanced regional resuspension of dust during the dry season together 907 

with Saharan dust outbreaks which are more sporadic in Central and North Europe (i.e. 908 

Gianini et al., 2102). 909 

 910 
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Road traffic (anthropogenic) 911 

As expected, the majority of the RT source emissions were of local origin in all 912 

cities included in this analysis. The relative urban RT increments ranged between 62% 913 

in SCH (NL) to 90% in BCN. The relatively high R+C RT increment observed in NL 914 

(36% compared to 6-20% in the other countries) was in agreement with the value 915 

reported by Mooibroek et al. (2011). In winter, the local RT increments were higher 916 

than in summer in BCN (ES) and SCH (NL) by factors of 2 and 4, respectively. 917 

Conversely, similar winter and summer local RT increments were observed in ZUE 918 

(CH), LMI (DE) and LEN (FR). For DE, van Pinxteren et al. (2016) have shown that for 919 

coarse particles urban background and traffic increments were broadly similar in year-920 

round averages. It is important to note that the identification of a clear RT source at 921 

regional level in the selected countries and, consequently, the possibility to resolve a 922 

regional RT increment, even if low, was due to the application of the multi-site PMF.  923 

 924 

- Sources identified only at a subset of paired sites  925 

Biomass burning (anthropogenic) 926 

 On annual base the R+C BB increments were rather similar in CH (1.8 g/m3; 927 

78% of BB contribution in ZUE), DE (1.1 g/m3; 77% of BB contribution in LMI/TRO) 928 

and in FR (1.1 g/m3; 42% of BB contribution in LEN). Notable difference was the 929 

relatively higher urban BB increment observed in LEN (1.5 g/m3; 58%) compared to 930 

LMI/TRO (0.3 g/m3; 23%) and ZUE (0.6 g/m3; 22%). Both the urban and R+C BB 931 

increments were much higher in winter compared to summer at the three paired sites 932 

where the BB source was found. In CH, the R+C BB increment in winter reached 933 

around 3.9 g/m3 (73% of winter BB contribution in ZUE), whereas it was around 1.7-934 

1.9 g/m3 in DE and FR. In winter, the highest urban increment was observed in LEN 935 

(FR; 2.7 g/m3; 59%). 936 

 937 

Residual oil combustion (V-Ni) and Industrial (anthropogenic) 938 

 In both ES and NL (cf. Figures 6, S10 and S11 and Tables S7, S8 and S9), the 939 

local V-Ni increments were higher compared to the R+C V-Ni increments likely 940 

because of the influence of emissions from the port of Barcelona  and Schiedam. Both 941 

the urban and R+C V-Ni increments were much higher in ES (1.7 g/m3 urban and 1.0 942 

g/m3 R+C) than in NL (0.2 g/m3 urban and 0.1 g/m3 R+C), especially in summer 943 

when the urban and R+C increments in ES reached around 1.9 g/m3 (56%) and 1.5 944 
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g/m3 (44%), respectively. Thus, the V-Ni and the SSA local/R+C increments strongly 945 

contributed to the observed seasonal profile of PM measured in Barcelona. 946 

 On annual average, the urban and R+C IND increments were almost negligible 947 

in ES (0.04 g/m3 and 0.01 g/m3, respectively) compared to NL (0.3 g/m3 and 2.0 948 

g/m3, respectively). The R+C IND increments in NL were higher in summer (2.3 949 

g/m3; 96%) compared to winter (1.7 g/m3; 95%). Mooibroek et al. (2011) showed that 950 

the IND source profile had slightly higher contributions during summer compared to the 951 

other seasons. Due to the lack of a pronounced seasonal pattern and the similar 952 

contribution at all Dutch receptor sites, Mooibroek et al. (2011) assumed the IND 953 

source was a common source representing negligible local contributions. 954 

 955 

- Sources identified only at one paired site  956 

As already shown, two additional natural sources were identified in FR; marine 957 

biogenic and land biogenic sources. These sources can be considered as totally 958 

natural. Thus, Lenschow’s approach was not applied. 959 

 In DE, six extra sources were resolved and among these sources the fungal 960 

spores source was considered as totally regional/natural. For the other five sources, 961 

the Lenschow approach was applied, and the results are shown in Figure 6 and Table 962 

S8. Among these five sources, the contributions from coal combustion and 963 

photochemistry sources were the highest. Both sources showed strong seasonal 964 

characters and were mostly of R+C origin. The R+C coal combustion increment was 965 

much higher in winter (3.9 g/m3; 90% of coal combustion source contribution to LMI) 966 

compared to summer (0.01 g/m3; 33%), whereas the R+C photochemistry increment 967 

was slightly higher in summer (2.2 g/m3; 83%) compared to winter (1.9 g/m3; 97%). 968 

As reported in van Pinxteren et al. (2016), coal combustion was a significant source 969 

only during easterly air mass inflow in winter and showed very similar concentrations at 970 

all sites included in van Pinxteren et al. (2016), highlighting the importance of trans-971 

boundary air pollution transport in the study area. This, together with increased regional 972 

concentrations of biomass combustion (e.g. Hovorka et al., 2015) and secondary 973 

material, emphasizes the importance of transboundary pollution transport for regional 974 

air quality in the area of Leipzig.  975 

 976 

4. CONCLUSIONS 977 

This investigation aimed at discriminating local and R+C contributions from different 978 

sources to the concentrations of PM measured in five European cities. To accomplish 979 

this objective, we selected five paired sites in Europe (traffic/urban and 980 
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regional/continental) providing PM chemically speciated data and applied the PMF 981 

model (EPA PMF v5.0). The obtained PM source contributions were then used to 982 

estimate the urban and non-urban (regional+continental; R+C) PM and source 983 

contributions increments through the application of Lenschow’s approach. Urban 984 

increments were computed by withdrawing the rural source contributions to the local 985 

(urban) source contributions. In turn, regional increments were computed by 986 

withdrawing remote contributions (when available, i.e. in ES) to the regional 987 

contributions. For those countries where a remote site was not available, we did not 988 

separate the regional contributions from the continental contributions and the sum of 989 

the two (R+C) was calculated.  990 

The results presented here provided a robust and feasible source allocation and 991 

estimation of the R+C increments to urban pollution. With the approach presented 992 

(multi-site PMF + Lenschow’s approach), we were able to allocate urban pollution to 993 

major primary sources by activity sector or to main secondary aerosol fractions thanks 994 

to the application of the Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) model that gathers 995 

together species emitted from the same source. Regarding source allocation for 996 

secondary aerosols, it is important to note that the sources such as shipping, 997 

agricultural activities, road transport, power generation, industry and domestic sector 998 

are important contributors of gaseous precursors and consequently to secondary 999 

aerosols. However, these separated contributions cannot be easily identified using 1000 

PMF that tends to group in the same source (e.g. NSA) secondary nitrates formed from 1001 

different sources. However, the PMF allocation for secondary aerosols presented here 1002 

is extremely useful for models that can simulate, for example, NSA particles starting 1003 

from emissions from different sectors. Moreover, this approach turns out to be useful in 1004 

air quality management to assess both the sources and the relevance of local and 1005 

regional emissions.  1006 

We have shown that we can use paired sites to estimate the relative 1007 

contributions of local and R+C sources of PM. Sources of primary PM such as traffic 1008 

dominate at the local scale while secondary PM like sulfate is mostly R+C in origin.  1009 

However, NSA has a local component because of its rapid formation rates and the 1010 

availability of NH3 in urban settings. Other potentially important local sources of PM are 1011 

emissions from ships, ports and industry especially in cities with harbors. We have 1012 

shown that the amount of primary SSA emitted by ships depends on the amount of 1013 

sulfur content in residual oil burned, and that it was much higher in NL compared to ES 1014 

during 2007-2008. We have also shown that the primary SSA emitted by ships in NL 1015 

was much lower in 2013-2014 compared to 2007-2008 due to change of fuel used by 1016 

ships in berth and, in general, to the shift from high-sulfur to low-sulfur content fuels. 1017 
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Finally, potentially important regional sources are biomass burning and coal 1018 

combustion.  1019 

The last EMEP report on air pollution trends in the EMEP region (Colette et al., 1020 

2016), reported on the significant negative trends observed at 38% (for PM10) and 55% 1021 

(for PM2.5) of the sites during the period 2002 - 2012, with a relative change over the 1022 

decade of -29% ([-29,-19]) and - 31% ([-35,-25]) for PM10 and PM2.5, respectively. The 1023 

observed reductions were mostly driven by the decrease of SO4
2-, NO3

- and NH4
+ 1024 

particles because of the reduction of the concentrations of gaseous precursors such as 1025 

SO2, NO2 and NH3.  SO2 and sulfate particles showed the strongest decreasing trends 1026 

with median relative changes over the period 2002 – 2012 of -48% [-53,-38] and -39% 1027 

[-42,-27], respectively. These decreases were even stronger during the period 1990 – 1028 

2001 with median relative changes of -80% [-82,-72] and -52% [-56,-46], respectively. 1029 

NO2 and particulate nitrate, cumulated with gaseous nitric acid (NO3
-+HNO3), showed 1030 

lower decreasing trends of -17% [-20,18] and -7.1% [-12,18], respectively, during 2002 1031 

– 2012, and -28% [-34,-19] and -24% [-39,-9.8], respectively, during 1990 – 2001. 1032 

Particulate NH4
+ cumulated with gaseous NH3 (NH3+NH4

+) showed decreasing trend of 1033 

-14% [-15,23] and -40% [-47,-19], during the period 2002 – 2012 and 1990 – 2001, 1034 

respectively. Recently, Pandolfi et al. (2016) reported total reductions of around 50% 1035 

for both PM10 and PM2.5 in Barcelona (UB; NE ES) during the period 2004 – 2014 and 1036 

around 8% and 21%, for PM10 and PM2.5, respectively, at regional level in NE of Spain 1037 

(RB Montseny station). The sources that mostly contributed to the observed PM 1038 

reductions were secondary SO4
2-, secondary NO3

- and residual oil combustion. The 1039 

contributions from these sources decreased exponentially over the decade, with the 1040 

sharpest decrease observed for secondary SO4
2- in Barcelona mostly, but not only, 1041 

because of the ban of heavy oils and petroleum coke for power generation around 1042 

Barcelona from 2007 and the EC Directive on Large Combustion Plants, which resulted 1043 

in the application of flue gas desulfurization (FGD) systems in a number of large 1044 

facilities spread regionally. The fact that the trend of the secondary SO4
2- source 1045 

contribution in NE Spain was exponential suggested the attainment of a lower limit, and 1046 

indicated a limited scope for further reduction of SO2 emissions in NE of Spain. In fact, 1047 

it has been estimated that the maximum in EU will be a further 20% SO2 reduction 1048 

through measures in industry, residential and commercial heating, maritime shipping, 1049 

and reduced agricultural waste burning (UNECE, 2016). Conversely, in eastern 1050 

European countries the scope for reduction is much greater and around 60% (UNECE, 1051 

2016).  1052 

For the present work, we used data collected over variable periods depending on 1053 

the country and covering the period 2007 – 2014.   Based on the analysis presented 1054 



34 
 

here, an improvement of air quality in the 5 cities included in this study could be 1055 

achieved by further reducing local (urban) emissions of PM, NOx and NH3 (from both 1056 

traffic and non-traffic sources) but also of PM and SO2 from maritime ships and ports. 1057 

Moreover, improvements can be achieved by reducing non-urban emissions of NH3 1058 

(agriculture), SO2 (regional maritime shipping) and PM and gaseous precursors from 1059 

regional BB sources, power generation, coal combustion and industries.  1060 

The possibility to identify pollutant sources is related to the PM chemical speciation 1061 

available. We have shown here that BB emissions can be important contributors to PM, 1062 

however, a clear determination of its contribution depends on the availability of specific 1063 

BB tracers such as levoglucosan, or other specific polysaccharides, together with K+. 1064 

For the determination of residual oil combustion sources such as ships, whose 1065 

emissions are projected to increase significantly if mitigation measures are not put in 1066 

place swiftly, the determination of specific tracers such as V and Ni is necessary. 1067 

Emissions from coal combustion, which we have seen to be important in central 1068 

Europe, can be traced by using PAHs, As and Se, as important tracers of this source. 1069 
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